
Chain Reaction Contributor Guidelines
Chain Reaction is FoEA’s national magazine, covering current progressive  enviro-social justice
themes.

We welcome articles, book reviews, campaign updates, artworks, poems, stories - even if you’ve
never written or published anything before! This document guides you through our submission
requirements.

Unfortunately we cannot pay for contributions, although we do have a small fund for First Nations
contributors. All contributors get a free copy of the edition though!

Contributing to Chain Reaction

1. Get in touch (via email) to share your idea, and we’ll discuss the best length/edition.
2. If you want us to work with you on your piece (e.g. writing style, �low of the piece etc.),

send us a dra�t (via email) – at least a week before the submission deadline.
3. Submit your article to the edition’s Submission Form - by the submission deadline.
4. We’ll then liaise  with you as we edit, polish, and proofread  the article.
5. We compile and print the magazine (this can take up to 2 months a�ter you submit!).

Quick CHECKLIST for submissions:

Word count
References (if required)
Photo - resolution & permissions
Photo caption
Style and formatting
Bio-note
“More information”?
Your contact info



Word Limits:

Our word limits depend on how many photos and references you’re going to include. Chat with us
before writing a 3 page article.

A) – means:

● 1 small photo OR
● 5-12 references OR
● a “quote box” *

B) – means:

● 1 large photo OR
● 2 small photos OR
● 12-25 references**

* A “quote box” is a pull-out 1 sentence quote that highlights an important part of your article. This
is a great option if you really don’t have a photo to send (psst - please send a photo!). This is also a
great option to include as well as a photo.

** If you have 12-25 references, please still include a photo. If you want to write a longer piece, get
in touch, and we’ll create a 3 page article.

1 page + A) + B)

A) 550-600 words 400-450 words 250-300 words

B) 400-450 words 250-300 words

2 pages

A) 1350-1450 words 1000-1400 words 800-1200 words

B) 800-1400 words 800-1200 words 750-1100 words

3 pages

A) 2000-2400 words 1800-2000 words 1650-1750 words

B) 1800-2000 words 1650-1750 words

Where there’s a big range of word count – consider is A)/B) photos or references? If photos, the
word count can be towards the upper limit. If references, a lower word count will look more
engaging on the page.



Pictures/graphics

● Please supply a high-resolution picture/graphic – at least 300dpi. Specify if there’s a
minimum size you’d like the photo/graphic.

● We print in Black&White, so consider whether your image/graphic is appropriate for this.
● Ensure you have permissions to us the picture/graphic.
● Include a caption, and credits to photographer/designer. If there are people in the photo,

name them if at all possible.
● Send the photo in a separate file to the word file.

Referencing

Please ensure your article is adequately referenced. Mentions to other work, and evidence claims
must be cited. Some opinion-piece and re�lection articles may not have any references, and that's
ok - it would be great to have links to further reading though!

Style:

● In-text, we use footnotes a�ter punctuation. For example, it would look like this,1 and like
this.2

○ This means no hyperlinks: use a footnote, and add the website to the reference
list.

● The reference list is numbered, in order the footnotes appear in the text. No need to
superscript the reference list numbers.

● Formatting within the reference list follows Chicago style referencing. You can see their
full style guide at Re:Cite from the University of Melbourne (look under “format for
bibliography” not “format for footnotes”). You might prefer to look at the University of
Western Australia’s Chicago Style Guide (choose “footnote” style, and look at the column
titled “Bibliography” not “notes”). Note: Chicago Style doesn’t use numbered footnotes, but
Chain Reaction does. So:

○ Websites will look like:
1. Wiesel, M. “How to Contribute to Chain Reaction.” Chain Reaction.

Published 18 May, 2022. www.foe.org.au/chain_reaction.
○ Reports will look like:

2. Chain Reaction Collective. Writing Chain Reaction. Melbourne: Friends of
the Earth. www.foe.org.au/chain_reaction.

○ Books will look like:
3. Wiesel, M. Chain Reaction: A Memoir. Melbourne: Friends of the Earth, 2022.

○ Peer-reviewed journal articles will look like:
4. Wiesel, M. “Chain Reaction in a Journal.” Journal of Magazine Editors 101, no.

1 (May 2022): 93-108. doi: 10.1087.0793

https://library.unimelb.edu.au/recite/referencing-styles/chicago-a
https://guides.library.uwa.edu.au/Chicago_referencing/footnote
https://guides.library.uwa.edu.au/Chicago_referencing/footnote


Style guide

● Click here for advice on avoiding defamation problems.
● Include trigger warnings were necessary.
● "Double-quote marks" for direct quotes, single quotes for other things
● Letter for numbers one to nine, numerals for numbers 10 and above
● Number percentages, rather than writing them: 9%, not nine percent.
● – rather than - for dash marks
● Sentence capitals for titles - A Title and Capitalisation  Will Look a Bit Like This

Biography note

● Please include a short biography note (1-2 sentences): who you are, what you do. You’re
welcome to include contact details, website etc.

● Contact info for us:
○ Postal Address, so we can send you a hardcopy when the edition is printed
○ Phone Number, in case we need to call to chat through your article

‘More information’

● Provide a link to actions readers can take – e.g. activist groups or petitions
● If the reader is interested, where can they get more information? Provide links to further

readings or organisations.

https://foe.nationbuilder.com/defamation

